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New Music Artist Elise 5000 is a Favorite Amongst Music Bloggers

Fresh, new music artist Elise 5000 is well on her way to becoming the industry's next sensation as a singer,
songwriter, and producer.

Dec. 16, 2009 - PRLog -- Elise 5000's "Everybody Else" featuring T-Pain has proven to be a favorite
amongst music lovers across the globe! The song's bouncy swing and light-heart message has earned Elise
5000 a top spot in the hearts and minds of many music bloggers as well as DJs. 

Written by Secret Da Songwriter, "Everybody Else" has also been featured on many mixtapes including DJ
Femme's, Donna's Headliner's Volume 4, and has won the Best Song Pick for the "DJ Femme Presents: The
Best Steamy Slow Jams of 2009" Mixtape beating out many major music artists. Furthermore, Elise
5000's"Everybody Else" was
recognized as the top underground song of 2009 and is expected be the mainstream song of 2010.  If you
haven't heard this record listen at: http://limelinx.com/files/7c562cf5af1a70205c3d56106e215acd

You can find more info about Elise 5000 at the music artist's blog: http://elise5000.blogspot.com

For the Elise 5000 Ft T-Pain "Everybody Else" Original Mix listen at:
http://limelinx.com/files/41b98ba540d8eed9b2681537fae6ccb2

About Elise 5000

Elise 5000 was born and raised in the "Dirty South", Atlanta, GA.  Elise 5000 is an aspiring ray of light for
the music industry. She  wrote her first song at the age of eight and began recording and producing originals
on a Korg Triton Keyboard Workstation in her 
bedroom at the age of 10. With the support of her family and sheer  determination, Elise landed a writing,
recording, and producing deal with an independent label at the age of 17. Elise 5000 forged strong
relationships with key radio station programmers throughout the Southeast which granted her the
opportunity to grow her talents as a producer and increased her presence and recognition to a diverse
audience. Elise 5000  formed a partnership and launched her own recording label, NoFunGirl Music Group,
where she melds her love of R&B and Hip-Hop to write,  produce, and record original tracks that have
sparked the interests of artist like T. Pain, Plies, Bizzy Bone, and DJ Unk, just to name a few. The next best
thing is here now and it is Elise 5000.
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